Mother as Trope in Feminist Legal Theory


Until Martha Fineman and Isabel Karpin published their collection of essays, feminist scholars in law had largely ignored motherhood as a topic for discussion. To be sure, feminist scholars in other disciplines had embraced motherhood as a rich theoretical construct. By contrast, however, to the extent that feminist legal scholars had confronted motherhood, they had done so largely as a biological problematic: Should women's reproductive capacity garner women treatment that is different from or the same as men's?

This focus on motherhood merely as an indicator of biological difference stems from feminist lawyers' strategic efforts to obtain equality for women in the late 1970s and 1980s: Feminist lawyers fought for and won judicial recognition of sex equality by styling women as the same as men. But women's capacity for motherhood, because it signals difference, challenges this
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3. See David Cole, Strategies of Difference: Litigating for Women's Rights in a Man's World, 2 LAW & INEQ. J. 33, 36-37 (1984). For examples of cases won using this sameness logic, see Mississippi University for Women v. Hogan, 458 U.S. 718 (1982) (requiring women-only nursing school to admit men because Court viewed challenged sex segregation as indicative of outmoded notions of women's roles); Craig v. Boren, 429 U.S. 190 (1976) (rejecting statutory prohibition against sale of 3.2% beer to boys younger than 21 years as invidious gender discrimination because girls older than 18 years could purchase beer).
effort to prove sameness. Feminist legal theorists consequently divided for a period over the problem of sameness and difference. More recently, however, feminist legal scholars have begun to look beyond the equal treatment debate; they have begun to describe differences among women themselves and so to theorize about these differences rather than dwelling exclusively on equity with men. This newest “intersectional” focus in feminist legal theory examines women not as essential and univocal, but as differently classed, raced, and sexualized. According to this view, the various systems of subordination previously identified by separate feminist, critical race, and critical legal studies theories in fact intersect to subordinate women, as well as people of color, poor people, and lesbians and gay men in a particularly debilitating manner.

The newfound variousness within the feminist rubric now offers feminist legal scholars the opportunity to confront motherhood less inhibited by concern that motherhood—and, more specifically, the biological difference that motherhood represents—undermines feminist legal goals. Martha Fineman and Isabel Karpin’s collection of essays accepts the challenge, eschewing merely biological discussions of reproductive capacity in favor of attention to motherhood as one form of women’s social plurality. As a result, the essays document and define a new diversity and complexity of feminist goals. In the process of offering theories of motherhood, prescriptions for mothering practice, and broadened perspectives on feminism, the essays reject the cultural presumption that all women are in some sense mothers whether or not they in
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5. Although still articulating feminist legal theory largely in opposition to men, Catharine MacKinnon nonetheless initiated efforts to extricate legal feminists from the sameness/difference quagmire. MacKinnon argued that the equality debate failed women because it consistently privileged men as the norm rather than recognizing men and women as equally different from each other. See, e.g., CATHARINE A. MACKINNON, Difference and Dominance: On Sex Discrimination, in FEMINISM UNMODIFIED: DISCOURSES ON LIFE AND LAW 32, 37 (1987). Instead, MacKinnon proposed that legal feminists should begin to theorize about “dominance”—the power difference between men and women—such that feminist legal theory would begin to challenge women’s subordination rather than women’s formal inequality with men. Id. at 40–41.


8. In fact, Fineman and Karpin published the collection as an explicit countermand to what Fineman calls feminists’ “ambivalence” toward motherhood, both in general and as a scholarly topic (Fineman, Preface, p. ix). As evidence of this feminist ambivalence, Fineman describes having called for papers for a conference about motherhood in 1990 and having found that “almost all of the proposals received . . . focused on abortion and birth control or on technology” (Fineman, Preface, p. ix).
Instead, the essays recognize motherhood as one role of many that women may take on.

Just as lesbian feminists, feminists of color, and feminists concerned with class differences have begun to show that feminist legal theory is flawed unless it accounts for the ways in which women are always already sexualized, raced, and classed, Fineman and Karpin’s collection suggests that feminist legal theory also must account for “the persistence of traditional values that posit motherhood as evidence of womanhood” (Omolade, p. 279). Starting from the premise that “[a]ll women are socially defined as mothers or potential mothers” (Roberts, p. 229), several of the essays examine the disutility to women of this social definition. For example, Reva Siegel’s argument that “abortion restrictions reflect stereotypical assumptions about women’s roles” demonstrates how “status-based judgments about women” reflected in antiabortion rhetoric redound to the detriment of all women, regardless of whether they are in fact mothers. Stereotypical assumptions about women, Siegel shows, are neither less insidious nor less present elsewhere in women’s lives by virtue of the stereotypes’ visibility only in the context of motherhood (Siegel, pp. 64–65).

Similarly, Marie Ashe argues that lawyers who uncritically accept social judgments about some women as bad mothers “participate in sustaining the legal structures of class division, of racial injustice, and of domestic violence that denigrate and oppress all women” (Ashe, p. 152).

Fineman and Karpin’s collection, then, powerfully demonstrates that mothers’ special legal concerns bear directly on the legal status of all women. As the 1970s and 1980s taught us, women risk concrete losses in law if feminist legal scholars do not attend to differences in women’s social situations. For example, because courts have not recognized discrimination on the basis of motherhood as sex discrimination, mothers—and therefore women—lose legal protection against discrimination. Courts have extended this category bifurcation also to separate the specific concerns of women of color
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from those of women generally; instead, courts have insisted, for example, that women of color must bring "cause[s] of action for race discrimination, sex discrimination, or alternatively either, but not a combination of both."\(^2\)

Fineman and Karpin's collection usefully fleshes out this disjunction in the legal and cultural treatment of women: Women are, by turns, presumed to be mothers and penalized for departing from the male norm of individualism (Kline, p. 124; Shalleck, pp. 321–22), or treated as individuals and penalized for their familial deviance from the individual model (Slaughter, pp. 73–75). Similarly, the collection's contributors realize that mothers are presumed to be heterosexual and are negated if they turn out to be lesbian (Harrison, p. 171), presumed to be white and discriminated against if they demonstrate themselves as raced (Roberts, p. 232; Kline, p. 118; Perales, p. 251), and presumed to be solvent and flatly excluded if they evince poverty (Fineman, p. 212).

In response to these contradictory images of women in law, the collection's authors write aware of what Fineman calls "crossover discourses": "the propensity for rhetorical images associated with being female in our culture, generated and perpetuated in one context, to spill over and define our understanding of women in other contexts" (Fineman, p. 207). The essays find no single relationship between women and motherhood, however. For example, Ruthann Robson's critique of the term *mother* challenges feminist legal theory to imagine the components behind the sum of its parts: When she wonders specifically "whether or not mother (or parent) is a category that can be lesbian as well as legal" (Robson, p. 115),\(^3\) she exhorts feminists to construct a legal theory responsive to lesbians as well as to heterosexual women. But Dorothy Roberts sees hope in the social use of the term *mother*, if only because parsing the term helps feminist legal scholars to recognize racism and patriarchy as "two interrelated, mutually supporting systems of domination [whose]
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13. Kate Harrison contends that "the lesbian who becomes a mother... will be perceived to be heterosexual, purely as a result of the fact that she is a mother" (Harrison, p.171).
relationship is essential to understanding the subordination of all women” (Roberts, p. 224).14 And Marty Slaughter and Joanna Weinberg share Roberts’s affinity for the term mother, not because they examine race but because they use mother as a yardstick of care or nurturance (Slaughter, p. 73; Weinberg, p. 328). Nonetheless, Slaughter and Weinberg reach divergent conclusions about the necessity of women’s relationship to that care: Slaughter chafes against legal presumptions of women’s caregiving function as precluding women’s full participation in the labor market (Slaughter, pp. 74–75); Weinberg accepts the presumption but calls for a reciprocal (mother-to-child and child-to-mother) understanding of that care (Weinberg, p. 335).

The recognition in these essays not only of the antiwoman, but also of the antilesbian, racist, and classist judgments implicit in social parenting policies illustrates how feminist legal theorizing in the 1990s self-consciously responds to a greater variety of women’s concerns. And as a group, the essays in this collection move far toward such a responsive theory or theories: The essays offer detailed prescriptions for putting intersectional feminist conceptions of motherhood into practice and so demonstrate the difference this intersectionality may make in women’s lives. For example, Ashe calls for more sympathetic feminist responses to “bad” mothers, arguing that these mothers’ deviance may differ only from unrealistic standards of true motherhood rather than from some universalist notion of goodness (Ashe, p. 149).15 And Siegel supports Ashe’s claim that negative social perceptions of mothers’ behavior—and particularly that of the poor mothers of color whom Ashe describes representing in her law school clinic—may in fact reflect biases irrelevant to the purportedly deviant behavior: “Public authorities may focus their regulatory efforts on poor women of color because their lives diverge most sharply from the white, middle-class norms that define ‘good’ motherhood in this society” (Siegel, pp. 56–57).16 Finally, writing as if in direct response to Ashe’s and Siegel’s illuminations of social biases, Slaughter demonstrates the economic marginalization of mothers as a trope for
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14. Nina Perales also notes that “compound discrimination [racism and sexism] is responsible for the urge felt by many people to restrict and dominate the practice of motherhood by [African American and Latina] women” (Perales, p. 251); similarly, Siegel parses “anti-maternalist and race-essentialist tendencies” in historical pro-choice arguments (Siegel, p. 69).

15. Ashe notes that representing an accused mother may “remind[] us that while caring for children is never easy, being poor makes it harder; experiencing racism makes it harder; experiencing homophobia makes it harder; and experiencing the fear of violence within one’s own household makes it harder still” (Ashe, p. 149).

antiwoman bias inherent in the structure of U.S. labor markets (Slaughter, p. 73). According to Slaughter, the current labor market assumes that families will have dual incomes and that women will raise children; because of these assumptions, all women’s—and not just mothers’—pay has yet to reach levels commensurate with men’s (Slaughter, pp. 74, 82). Slaughter argues that “[a]nything that constructs or favors men as Breadwinners also constructs or favors women as Mothers”—and so she challenges the ways in which law “both constitutes and legitimates” women’s role as mothers rather than as employees in the labor market (Slaughter, p. 75).

These intersectional analyses reveal that apparently objective or benign social parenting policies, such as attempts to eradicate child abuse or family poverty, may in fact reinforce social biases against particular groups to which women belong or against all women generally. Such revelation of bias should lay groundwork for reimagining feminist legal theorizing and restructuring feminist litigation strategies. In fact, the essays in the collection, not content merely with excavating the socially and legally inequitable treatment of women, offer preliminary—and varied—solutions to the problems on which they focus. The variousness of the authors’ solutions, coupled with the multiplicity of their subject matter, constitutes one of the collection’s signal strengths: By offering several perspectives on one topic, the essays in Fineman and Karpin’s collection engage seriously the feminist and legal implications of our society’s treatment of motherhood. In the process, these essays offer useful ways to enhance feminist legal theorizing. With fresh insight, attention to women’s diverse characteristics, and innovative suggestions for reform, these essays enrich the dialogue of feminist legal scholarship.

—Catherine E. Lhamon
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